
reading diary coming up for air
Donald Schon tells us that teaching is a complex three way process between teacher student and 
subject.  In his lecture he describes some stories and methods for successfully navigating this 
trio.  It seems that often education fall into formal categorical methods which do not have great 
affect upon real development.  What Schon is looking for is action and engagement in thinking, 
not just memorizing symbols and their order.  He call this “reflective practice” and finds that it is 
where knowledge of a subject becomes embodied and adaptable.

I wanted to share a experience I have had which I think was an interesting an empowering 
example of reflective practice.  I was 25 years old and had been hired as be the head fabricator 
for an opera set, running a crew of 11.  The set was for a large and well funded production of 
Regina.  The artist designing the set wanted for an element, a large helical staircase made of steel 
tube.  It was to have both a victorian and industrial look, like the great train stations of a century 
and a half ago.  I had never build such a structure before and had to try to understand its form 
through things that I already understood and had build.  If I looked at the helix as a section of a 
cylinder then I could begin to understand how to locate the joints and measure the lengths of the 
various members which would make up the form in space.  I used a circle on the shop floor, 
literally drawn with chalk, which was segmented like a pie, each slice a step.  I then displaced 
my pie slices into space and, and I had the helical steps.  To the amazement of the theater and it 
crew, I never build a model, I never had a CAD drawing, I merely broke the unfamiliar and 
intimidating form down into pieces which I could understand and then build the form from what 
I could understand.  In the process the form began to be the model and measurements and 
designs were build directly from what had proceeded.  In this sense the process of building 
became organic as it could not be fixed to an initial plan, but had to adapt to it own form.  For me 
it was fun, amazing to see that something like this is possible without high techniques. 

For me I see the real goal in teaching is to uncover, to catalyze passion and excitement.  The 
teachers I most remember and feel like gave me more than just knowledge of a subject were the 
ones who allowed me to fallow curiosities and passions which interested me, supporting them 
even if they were on the margin of the subject or class.


